BEST OF BOTH WORLDS.

MAKE EVERY INCH OF LAND COUNT.
9520PL Pivoting Lateral.
Everything you want in a pivot. Everything you need in a lateral.

Perfect for irregularly shaped fields, the combination of a pivot and a lateral into one system gives growers the flexibility to make the most out of whatever their unique landscape provides.

The right tool for the job. Because the 9520PL can function as a pivot, as a lateral, or both in combination, it’s incredibly cost-effective. It gives growers the flexibility to cover a range of needs without investing in extra equipment.

The exclusive optical barrier works with a thin, metal post – not large, bulky barriers – that can go anywhere in the field to trigger programming changes. Switch from pivot to lateral, lateral to pivot, change speed, adjust water flow – if the situation demands it, you can address it.


- Standard, medium and high clearance tower options meet a variety of crop height needs
- Four- or six-wheel cart options
- Longer spans to cover more land
- GPS guidance for higher accuracy and reliability
- Easy-to-use intuitive user interface

Talk to your local Zimmatic dealer to learn more, or visit Zimmatic.com

COMBINE THE ADVANTAGES OF PIVOT AND LATERAL SYSTEMS

The 9520PL can easily handle offset fields and adjacent fields utilizing its pivoting feature. Increase irrigated land up to 98%.